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By Rebecca Hinchley

Law enforcement efforts in south western
Sydney, particularly in areas like Cabramatta,
have been praised for reducing the incidence of
illicit drug use and crime among young people.
As an Intensive English Centre (IEC) counsellor,
Elisabeth Pickering points out, our improved
ability to address the needs of refugee and
migrant children as well as young people could
also be having a positive impact.
One such strategy, the Settling-In program,
has been recognised with an Australian Crime
and Violence Prevention Award by the Australians Head of State and members of the Australasian Police Ministers’ Council (see box).
“In the seventies, when children from
Indochina were arriving, we just expected them
to adapt to life in Australia without any support.
They had reached a safe country. They didn’t
complain or ask for help, so we presumed they
didn’t need any,” Ms Pickering says.
“By the time we realised the impact of
leaving them to their own devices, they were
really at the pointy end.”
So when refugees from the former Yugoslavia began arriving in Australia, organisations like
the Service for the Treatment and Rehabilitation
of Torture and Trauma Survivors (STARTTS)
and the Department of Education were ready to
provide children and young people with assistance a lot earlier.
Both organisations developed the SettlingIn resource kit, which was printed with funds
raised by Friends of STARTTS. The kit forms
the basis for a group, psycho-social, education
program, which has grown and adapted to meet
the changing needs of refugees and migrants
arriving in Australia.
Thousands of students have completed the
program and hundreds of counsellors have been
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trained in how to facilitate the sessions. Suitable
for children from upper primary to young
adulthood, the program is being run in about
fifteen Intensive English Centres across NSW.
The group approach is designed to help
students learn from each other, validate and
normalise their feelings, learn coping strategies
and form positive relationships.
Over ten weeks young people discuss their
feelings about resettlement and their likes and
dislikes about Australia and their country of
origin. Feelings they may have such as anger,
anxiety and depression are dealt with, as are
organisations that can help. The final sessions
end on a positive note, examining their personal
strengths, setting goals, solving problems and
building self-esteem.
Settling-In is facilitated by a counsellor
together with a bilingual aide or interpreter.
Sometimes a class teacher or health worker is
also involved. Translated games and materials
associated with the program are provided as part
of the resource.
The program is completely flexible. Counsellors can use different activities and materials
with different groups -depending on their age,
culture and interests.
“For example, with African students we
have been incorporating a lot more music and
dancing,” Ms Pickering said.
Importantly, Settling-In, reduces the stigma
associated with seeing a counsellor.
“Many young people come from cultures
with no concept of a counsellor or where counselling is only for mad people. They need to meet
and interact with us, understand what it is we do.
The group situation allows students to build a
relationship with a counsellor in a less threatening environment, ”Ms Pickering explained.

“It also provides young people with the
information and skills they need to navigate
resettlement.”
As well as explaining the role of counselling, Settling-In helps counsellors identify the
students that might be at-risk. As Ms Pickering
acknowledges, it’s easy to identify the students
who might be aggressive and act up in class, but
those that are quiet, withdrawn or depressed can
be much harder to spot.
Intimate interaction with newly arrived
migrants and refugees allows counsellors to
better identify which students might have
problems at school.
After running the program there is a marked
increase in self-referrals to a counsellor.
To find out more about Settling-In contact
Elisabeth Pickering on (02) 9727 3562.

The annual Australian Crime and
Violence Prevention Awards are a
joint Australian Government, state
and territory initiative.
The awards are designed to reward
good practice in the prevention, or reduction, of violence and
other types of crime in Australia, to
encourage public initiatives and to
assist governments in identifying
and developing practical projects
which will reduce violence and other
types of crime in the community at
a national level.
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